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The error was published on the main text, p.1, "(not pleural)" which should be deleted.

The correct sentence is as followings:
The 1st Asian Society of Cardiovascular Imaging-Practical Tutorial (ASCI-PT) was successfully held from September 21 to 24, 2019 in Daegu [Daegu-Gyeongbuk Medical Innovation Foundation (DGMIF), Medical Device Development Center], Republic of Korea. Since its foundation in 2006, ASCI has become a well-established academic society for cardiovascular imaging, offering diverse educational courses including ASCI Cube (core investigator training), ASCI Speaker Bureau (lecturing skill training), and ASCI Joint Symposium (international joint symposium) through the ASCI School. Consistent with ASCI’s aim to enhance members’ clinical practice skills, ASCI School ambitiously launched ASCI-PT, a new educational program with a mission to educate members in clinical practice on cardiovascular imaging and offer support with starting or improving practical activities in the field.